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Electrical and Telecommunication Projects
E.ILE is a technical company operating in the professional field of facility studying, installing and maintaining 
electrical installations of strong and weak currents. We guarantee high quality and safety in every project we 
undertake.

Our many years of experience combined with constant updates in the development of our professional field, 
satisfy the increased demands of every modern project.

Our company has undertaken a wide range of electrical projects specializing in the following areas:

Modern electrical installation adapted to 
the needs of each building

Explosive installations type, Automation, 
Installations, medium voltage substations.

Maximum efficiency and productivity 
of the company by applying the latest 
technological developments.

High quality construction with emphasis 
on the safety of people and facilities

Collaborations 
E.ILE maintains permanent collaboration with large 
construction and contractor companies, ensuring through 
this, a continuous and dynamic development in the 
field of installation. It is also registered in the Register of 
Contracting Companies (R.o.C.) for the execution of A’ class 
electromechanical projects. Therefore, we can undertake all 
kinds of electrical installations in both the private and public 
sectors.

Electrical Installations 
The Technical Company of Electrical and Telecommunication Projects E.ILE was founded by Mr. Efstathiou 
Georgios, an electrical engineer with many years of experience on the field.

We undertake all kinds of electrical installations, such as buildings, offices, shops, commercial and industrial 
buildings, theaters and cinemas, hotels, etc. In addition to construction, we also undertake the technical support, 
supervision and maintenance of our projects.

The real interest in the needs of our customers and the consistency that characterizes us, have led us to the 
maintenance of a large clientele.

Human resources
A valuable asset for the successful course and development of any business is its human resources. In our 
company we invest to this asset by providing our employees with a humane and safe working environment.

The staff of our company consists of people with high knowledge, long experience, dynamism and enthusiasm 
for work.

Efstathiou Electrical Engineering

New technologies 
and products in the electricity 

sector

Audits and certification 
in electrical 

facilities

Plant safety 
and ways to avoid 

accidents

Due to the constant evolution of the technological field, we cater for the systematic update and training of our 
staff, which consists of graduate electrical and installation technicians. In all our projects we provide supervision 
of the works by a Graduate Electrical Engineer as well as a Safety Technician.

Personnel Training
The goal of our company is the continuous training of employees. Respecting the increased demands of 
the time, we were led to acquire an innovative know-how which we support by attending training seminars. 
Following the modern safety regulations our technical staff is constantly trained for:



Installation of 
Electric Couples

Grounding Supply

Uninterrupted Power Supply

Substations

Services

Electrical Installations of strong / weak currents

Having many years of experience and a highly specialized staff of Graduated Electricians Engineers and 
Technical Electricians, E.ILE is able to provide high quality services specializing in the installation of strong and 
weak currents.

Our goal is to offer our customer economical and quality solutions, offering complete electrical study with 
financial offer of implementation / installation, use of excellent quality materials, proper supervision of the 
works, as well as subsequent maintenance of all the projects we undertake.

High quality services

We are constantly updating our warehouse with the 
most modern tools, measuring and certification 
instruments using certified high quality materials 
so that all our Projects to ensure in their entirety the 
maximum quality of construction.

Certifications - Standards

We apply the international quality management 
standard ISO 9001: 2015. We work in accordance 
with the international standards (such as EIA / TIA 
568 B1, B2, B3, ISO 11801, TIA 569, etc.) and we are 
certified installers in leading companies such as 
Panduit, Legrand, Brand-Rex, R&M, AMP, Central, 
CommScope.

Structured wiring
Data Center – Computer 

Room

Optical fibers

Alarm Systems 
(Intrusion Alarm)

Anti-explosive Type 
installations

Reliability and Consistency

Our company undertakes projects highly specialized 
and demanding, strictly adhering to schedules, while 
offering competitive prices. We always try to meet 
our customers’s  requirements  with sincerity and 
responsibility.

Lighting



Golf Clubhouse of 
Costa Navarino
New building facilities

Our company undertook the electrical strong 
and weak current facilities at the brand new 
Costa Navarino Golf Building.

Angsana Corfu Benitses
In 2018, E.ILE undertook the construction 
of electrical installations (strong and weak 
currents) in the bungalows and the surrounding 
area of the tourist accommodation Angsana 
Corfu Benitses with a capacity of 877 beds in 
the Municipality of Corfu.

Years of Experience
Through our many years of experience, we have now 

managed to develop a wide network of partners, 
which enables us to meet all the needs of our 

customers.

Our main Goal
Our goal is to maintain the high level of services we 
offer by developing our activities throughout Greece 

and constantly investing in human resources and 
technical means.

See more projects through our website www.eile.gr

Cultural Center - Stavros Niarchos Foundation
In 2014, E.ILE undertook the entire construction of electrical installations (strong and weak currents) at the 
Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center. The project took place in the Library, the parking lot and the other 
ancillary buildings of the institution. He also undertook the construction of the external lighting of the park, a 
project which is enjoyed daily by all its visitors. The project was delivered in 2017 with complete success.

Continuous Evolution
The real interest we show for the needs of our 

customers and the continuous effort of development 
and adaptation to new technologies, have led all 
these years to maintain an important clientele.

Long-term Collaborations
E.ILE maintains long-term collaborations with large 

construction and contracting companies, ensuring a 
continuous and dynamic development in the field of 

installations.

Projects



Headquarters:
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